Axonal transport of RNA during regeneration of the optic nerves of goldfish.
The distribution of radioactive RNA and RNA precursors in the goldfish optic tecta following intraocular injection of 3H-uridine has been studied during various stages of optic nerve regeneration. 3H-uridine was injected into the posterior chamber of the right eye 17, 30, or 60 days after both optic nerves were crushed. Five were sacrificed at time intervals ranging from 0.5 to 21 days after injection. One day prior to sacrificing, 14C-proline was also injected into the right eye as a marked of fast axonal protein transport. Seventeen to 23 days after crushing, the approximate time of nerve reconnection, the amount of radioactive RNA appearing in the left optic tectum was increased by more than ten times control values. Approximately 30 days after crushing the nerve, when the reconnected nerve is maturing, RNA values were still elevated, but significantly decreased from the earlier stage. By 60 days after crushing the optic nerve, the amounts of RNA in the left tectum was close to normal. Evidence suggesting that, at least, some of the radioactive RNA in the tectum originated from RNA transported along optic axons rather than from RNA synthesized locally in the tectum was provided by autoradiographic experiments. Autoradiograms of paraffin sections taken from the goldfish optic tecta after the intraocular injection of 3H-uridine showed a distribution of grains in a linear pattern, suggesting a distribution over the incoming fibers during the reconnection stage of regeneration. Electron microsocpic autoradiography of glutaraldehyde fixed epoxy sections confirmed that a significant number of grains (shown to be 3H-RNA) were, in fact, over regenerating optic axons. Intracranial injection of 3H-uridine, during the same stage of regeneration, on the other hand, resulted in a distribution of grains, specifically over cell perikaprya. These experiments suggest that during the reconnection phase of nerve regeneration, large amounts of RNA may be carried within regenerating optic axons as they enter the optic tectum.